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ABSTRACT 

 

During the past years Iceland has been in most conversations when it comes to holidays. 

During the crisis Iceland became more popular as it provided more value for tourists as the Icelandic 

Krona collapsed.   In more recent times Iceland has been posted around social media and passenger 

growth has been steady for the last years. This brings us to Icelandair Group, a firm severely affected 

by the crisis but bounced back from it. Capital controls in Iceland pushed the pension funds to invest 

domestically and that raised questions, is Icelandair overvalued in the market?  

 

This thesis is based on the Discounted Cash-flow model to forecast the value.  The discounted 

cash flow was largely based on extensive work within the strategic and financial analysis chapters, 

where the micro and macro environment were analysed through PESTEL analysis and Porters Five 

Forces for the strategic analysis and the DuPont framework to help finding key figures for forecasting 

leading to the ROE. 

 

According to the Discounted Cash-Flow model we found that the fair price for one share of 

Icelandair Group stock is valued at 47,07 ISK compared to the market rate of 9,46. According to that 

the market should be under valuating the share price. The relative valuation method of using 

EV/EBIDTA gives us the equity value per share of 23,64, a result that correlates with the Discounted 

Cash-flow method, that the investors are under valuating the stock. 

It is important to note that these forecasts are not scientific and are largely based on the 

authors beliefs of future profits.  

The main conclusion is therefore the market is more pessimistic compared to the author and 

the author feels like there are great opportunities for growth in the future. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Research Question 

Iceland has recently recovered from the financial crisis of 2008. To control the crisis the 

Icelandic government placed a capital control, one of the consequences for that was that investors 

could not invest abroad and that was especially significant as the Icelandic pension funds were obliged 

to invest domestically. With a limited number of firms on the Icelandic stock market it raises the 

question of how inflated the market was and how it has corrected itself after the capital controls were 

lifted. With an increased competition in Iceland for Icelandair and increasing payroll and fuel expenses 

we would like to find the fair value for on Icelandair Group share. Therefore this thesis pursues the 

research question of: 

 “What is the fair value of one Icelandair Group stock, as of the 2nd of January 2019”. 

1.2. Thesis Framework 

To be able to answer our research question we have to systematically analyse Icelandair 

Group. The first part of the thesis talks about the methodology . The methodology chapter gives us 

structure and that is where we discuss different methods and types of analysis, how we will use them 

throughout the thesis and how we gather the data. To be able to fully understand Icelandair and it’s 

values we will have a comprehensive overview of Icelandair’s history, structure and viewing the units 

that work within Icelandair Group.  

To understand how Icelandair operates and to better analyse their market, finding the threats 

and opportunities and most of all finding what makes Icelandair function and keeps them competitive. 

After going through the history overview the thesis takes us towards strategic analysis, two 

different models will be used for the strategic analysis, Porters five forces and PESTEL analysis helping 

us to understand both the macro and micro environment for Icelandair.   

After the strategic analysis there comes the financial analysis, where Icelandair Group is 

compared to a selected peer group of airline companies that operate in the same market and are 

therefore comparable.  

In the financial analysis we perform a profitability analysis, where the comparison is done in a 

structured way, finding what makes Icelandair have a competitive advantage or finding where they 

have fallen behind, this is done with the DuPont framework. 
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The final part is where we actually get to our research question. Valuating Icelandair Group 

with the discounted cash flow method. Forecasting in the future and we try to find the fair value of 

one share of Icelandair Group. 

 

1.3. Methodology 

The methodology chapter covers and helps us understand the different models that we use 

throughout this thesis. 

1.3.1. Strategic Analysis 

In the strategic analysis chapter we follow two different models, that is the PESTEL analysis 

and Porters five forces. 

1.3.1.1. PESTEL analysis 

The PESTEL analysis is used to detect macro factors that may affect a firms cash flow. The 

PESTEL analysis covers Political, Economical, Sociocultural, Technological and Legal factors Macro 

factors can affect firms in different ways and therefore it is important to further analyse (Petersen & 

Plenborg, 2012, p.188-189) 

1.3.1.2. Porters five forces 

Porter focuses on the attractiveness of an industry and illustrates different forces affecting the 

competiton in an industry (Petersen & Plenborg,2012,p.189). Porter talks about threat of entrants, 

bargaining power of both buyers and sellers, the threat of a substitute product and all of this mixes 

into a competitive rivalry.  

1.3.2. Financial Analysis 

For the financial analysis we follow the DuPont model with the main objective to find the 

Return on Equity, as well as the ROIC and the NBC. Dupont helps to find the competitive advantage 

that the firm has. 
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1.3.3. Valuation Method – Discounted Cash flow method 

For the valuation part we will be using the discounted cash flow method. To find the internal 

value of shares the discounted cash flow method is the most common one. It involves finding the 

present value of future forecasted cash flow. By discounting the Free Cash Flow with the WACC 

(Schmidlin, 2014). 

It is important to know the difference between the operating profit of a firm and its cash flow 

when performing a Discounted Cash Flow Method. The profit of a firm can contain many different fees 

and revenues that are in fact not cash. These operating point can be for example depreciation, 

profit/loss of  equity sale and more. To be able to read the firms annual report is therefore important 

for being able to find the internal value. Understanding must be that Annual reports are made on an 

accrual basis that means that revenues and expenses are noted at the period they take place. 

The Cash flow on the other hand is just money-in and money-out. In the cash flow report in a annual 

report you can see how the development of cash is throughout the year. There you will se ongoing 

operational, financial and financing activities (Kieso, Weygandt and Warfield, 2014)  

 

 

1.4. Discount Rate  

Weighted Average Cost of Capital is the expected return that investors think they will get by 

investing in a firm (Koller, Goedhart & Wessels, 2010). The WACC can work as a good proxy for the 

yield to find the present value of the free cash flow. The Weighted Average Cost of Capital can be found 

with the equation here below: 

𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶 =
𝐷

𝑉
∗ 𝑅𝑑 ∗ (1 − 𝑡) +

𝐸

𝑉
∗ 𝑅𝑒 

(1-1) 

To be able to calculate the yield of a firm it is necessary to find the market value of equity, 

market value of debt, cost of equity, cost of debt and the tax rate of the firm. 

The Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) is used to find the equity cost of capital. This is an 

important stepping stone to finding the WACC. The CAPM model assumes that all stocks have a similar 

risk if they have the same sensitivity of market risk that found with the Beta(Berk & DeMarzo,2017). 
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To use the CAPM model information regarding the risk free rate, market rate and the beta of 

the stock.  

Finding the risk-free rate for the CAPM is usually through a government bill. We use the US 

treasury bond for 30y with an additional risk premium as Icelandair is based in Iceland. 

1.5. Data and sources 

All data used in this thesis is accessible to the public. The annual reports for Icelandair and it’s 

peers for the last five years are the main source of data. Using mainly government websites and 

websites affiliated to the airline industry to gather valuable information 

1.6. Delimitations 

The thesis will be based from the publishing of the consolidated financial statement for the 

year 2018, published on the 7th of February 2019. All information and decisions in the thesis are built 

around that date, further changes that have been in the industry after that are not taken into account. 
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2. ABOUT ICELANDAIR GROUP 

2.1. Foundation and history of Icelandair Group 

Icelandair is an Icelandic airline based at Keflavik international airport and its committed to 

provide safe and efficient air travel and unique services. It is a member of IATA (International Air 

Transport Association), AEA (Association of European Airlines) and  FSF (Flight Safety Foundation).  

This company traces its roots back to 1937 when Agnar Kofoed – Hansen founded Fluglélag 

Akureyrar at Akureyri on the north coast of Iceland. On March 1940, the company moved to the capital 

Reykjavik and changed its name to Flugfélag Islands.  

Flugfélag Islands began international operations in 1945 and made its first international flights 

to Scotland and Denmark. On March 1944, Alfred Eliasson and two other Icelandic pilots founded 

Loftleidir HF, which became internationally known as Icelandic Airlines or Loftleidir Icelandic.  

In 1948 Loftleidir Icelandic received a permit to start scheduled flights between Iceland and 

the USA. The geographical position of Iceland and the fact that Loftleidir didn’t join the internationally 

Transport Association (IATA), which at the time defined the Fares for its members Airlines on 

transatlantic routes, allowed Loftleidir to offer low-cost flights between Europe and America with an 

intermediate stop at Reykjavik becoming a Pioneer in low fare services across the North Atlantic in 

1953.  

Also, Loftleidir Icelandic’s marketing staff introduced pioneering sales techniques. They 

offered guided tours and allowed passengers to pay for their tickets over an extended period up to 

two years. Doing business in this manner was unheard at the time.  

In 1944 Flugfélag islands and Loftleidir were flying high, carrying passengers and freight all 

around Iceland. During that time, planes used to land in fields or on simple gravel airstrips. But, in the 

late 1940s conventional airplanes gradually replaced the flying boats, increasing the need for new 

public airports around Iceland.  

Back then, Reykjavik was the only city with a real airport that was built during world war II. For 

this reason, the British were further involved in the development of Icelandic airports building 

reasonable landing facilities very quickly all over Iceland.  
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During the 1970s, the economic situation for both Flugfélag and Loftleiðir worsened. Therefore 

in 1972, the government decided to enforce the merger of both companies. The two Airlines reached 

agreement on April 11, 1973, establishing a new holding company named Flugleidir. It wasn't until 

Flugleidir had been in operation for eight years that they finally reached a full agreement. In October 

1970 Flugleidir assumed all operating responsibilities from both companies and decided to use 

Icelandair as its international trade name, only retaining the Flugleidir name in the Icelandic domestic 

market. (Icelandair, n.d.) 

At the beginning of the 1980s, an economic recession provoked a significant reduction in the 

number of passengers and Oil prices increased a lot. Due to this situation, Icelandair had to take 

preventive measures to protect the company. (Icelandair, n.d.) 

In 1984, Icelandair was in no financial position to purchase new aircraft so they had to find 

new ways to satisfy passengers demands for comfort. For this reason, they decided to create a space 

within the cabin called “The Saga Class” in which they offered more comfortable facilities for a higher 

ticket price. In 1988, wider seats were installed for those paying the higher prices.  

In 1987, the Icelandair Managing director signed an agreement with Boing company to renew 

Icelandair’s international fleet. During the following years, Icelandair replaced almost everything they 

owned: The aircraft, hangars, hotels and rental cars. The number of flights increased significantly and 

Icelandair had to establish new schedules that allowed passengers arriving from the USA early in the 

morning could continue on to European destinations a short while later. This system became successful 

and it is still used by Icelandair today. (Icelandair, n.d.) 

In 1993 opened a new maintenance centre at Keflavik airport and in 1996, new destinations in 

the USA and Canada were added.  Icelandair started flying to Boston, Halifax, and Minneapolis. This 

brought many new customers and tourist to Iceland. In the same year, substantial changes were made 

to domestic flights.  

In 2000 Icelandair started a reorganization of freight services and constructed a freight 

handling centre at Keflavík that opened in 2001. Now, Icelandair Cargo operates two B757-200 Cargo 

aircraft that fly between 50 destinations in Europe and North America. (Icelandair, n.d.) 

In 2003, Icelandair celebrated its 30th anniversary and decided to set up a foundation for 

children. The purpose of this foundation is to give children who live in special living circumstances and 

their families the chance of getting a dream trip. This found is financed by Icelandair and passengers 

who donate to the cause.   
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In October 2005, Icelandair Group was established, and in December 2006, Icelandair Group 

(ICE AIR) was registered as a public company on the Icelandic Stock Exchange. In 2008, Icelandair 

refurbished its fleet and introduced three classes of service onboard: Economy, Economy Comfort, and 

Saga Class. On the year 2012, Icelandair set a new record, during this year over two million passengers 

flew in Icelandair and the company gave a special gift to the Passenger number two million.  In the 

following years, Icelandair has continued adding new destinations. (Icelandair, n.d.) 

Today, Icelandair flies to 20 North American gateways and more than 25 cities in Europe. 

Icelandair Group is a company committed to protecting and preserving the environment by promoting 

the responsible use of resources, increasing the use of environmentally friendly products and 

continuous improvement of the company’s environmental policies. In 2016 Icelandair reached 

compliance with IATA Environmental Assessment (IEnvA) Stage 2 certification for its environmental 

management systems. IEnvA is an environmental management system developed by IATA for airlines, 

which Icelandair applies to adopt the best practices in its industry. (Icelandair, n.d.) 

 

2.2. Icelandair Group ownership structure 

Today Icelandair Group has ownership of 9 different entities in the tourist and travel sector. 

Icelandair has 100% ownership of the following companies: Icelandair, Loftleiðir Icelandic (Charter 

flights), Icelandic Cargo, Iceland Travel, Air Iceland Connect (domestic flights) Icelandair Hotels, Vita 

(travel agency) Icelandair Ground Services and Fjárvakur (Icelandair Group, e.d.) 

2.3. Icelandair Vision and Strategy 

Icelandair’s vision is to unlock Iceland as a year-round destination and strengthen Iceland’s 

position as a connection hub for trans-Atlantic flights. Icelandair is also pushing to maintain and 

improve the core values of flexibility and experience (Icelandair Group, 2019) 

There are three main ways that Icelandair sees as an opportunity to grow sustainably. 

Improving the Iceland tourism, reducing connection times at Keflavík, Icelandair’s hub, and ensuring 

that flexibility for customers will be fostered by highly experienced employees. 
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3. STRATEGIC ANALYSIS 

The strategic analysis consists of the PESTEL Analysis and the Porter’s five forces framework.  

External environment indicates the factors and forces that are outside the company’s core business 

and they can impact the company. These factors can both be in the macro and microenvironment of 

the business (Kotler et al, 2012).  We are talking about a multiple factors like economical, 

demographical, political/legal, sociocultural, technological and global factors (Robbins and 

Coulter, 2014).  All the before mentioned factors influence the corporation management and their 

income that reaches the shareholders and owners. 

For Icelandair group, it is important to recognize their external factors and keep track of all the 

changes that may occur. Icelandair Group must be able to implement changes quickly to minimize the 

volatility and prevent loss of market share. One of the tools that can be used to keep track of the 

changes in external factors, is a PESTEL Analysis that contains six different factors in the 

macroeconomy. For the microeconomy, we shall use Porter’s Five Forces model.  

Porter’s model focuses on the threat Icelandair Group may encounter through Intensity of industry 

rivalry, threat of new entrants, threat of substitute products or services, Bargaining power of 

customers and Bargaining power of suppliers (Kaplan, Norton and Barrows Jr., 2008). 

 

3.1. PESTEL Analysis 

3.1.1. Political & Legal Factors 

Political factors show how the government affects the economical state of the domestic 

market. Among the political factors are taxation, the job market, business hurdles and political 

consistency (Robbins & Coulter, 2014). The political environment can affect the financial outcome of 

the corporation and for Icelandair Group the financial laws in Iceland along with the government policy 

has inevitable consequences. Political decision of increasing/decreasing the tax rate and other 

governmental fees or tolls can have an effect. Increasing the before mentioned factors we can have a 

negative effect on the demand as we are forced to increase the average fare for the costumers. 

Demand can also increase if fees, taxations and/or tolls are decreased, allowing to reduce the average 

fare for costumers. It is important for corporations to have a stable political environment to work 

within, reduced fluctuation of these macroeconomic factors will lead to a more stable environment 

allowing companies to organize their business plan for the long-term.  
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Multiple legal factors affect the outcome of Icelandair Group as Icelandair operates in an 

international environment and must fulfil international laws and standards. Legal factors are therefore 

related to the other factors within the PESTEL analysis. Legal factors are directly related to the political 

factors as political factors domestic or international can influence domestic and international laws that 

Icelandair abides to. Icelandair must fulfil many different environmental laws and obligations, for 

example, buy introducing and maintaining the ISO-14001 environmental standard that specifies the 

requirements for an environmental management system (Icelandair Group, 2019a).  

On top of that Icelandair group must align their business to consumer and competition laws that are 

set for the protection of consumers and other companies within the same market. The before 

mentioned laws are often formed by socio-cultural factors, as well we may notice taxation-, financial-

, and privacy laws. Alterations of current rules and obligations may have a significant impact on 

Icelandair’s Group operations. (Icelandair Group, 2019a) 

3.1.1.1. Deregulations 

For the past decades the airline industry has had deregulations that have changed how the 

industry operates, the long-term trend is pointing towards more deregulations and deregulating 

offering a better entrance for LCC into the market (Belobaba, P., Odoni, A. R. and Barnhart, C., 2009). 

Icelandair biggest competitor in the Icelandic market is WOW Air which is an LCC and that is 

the only strong competition that Icelandair gets from an LCC year-round. Iceland’s location prevents 

multiple LCC to have a strong impact on Icelandair’s market, there are some LCC operating To/From 

Iceland causing some competition although mainly from the LCC’s hubs as destinations. However, with 

further deregulations comes a stronger LCC competition as they will drive the prices down and focusing 

on making revenue mainly through ancillaries (Doganis, 2006).  

3.1.1.2. Labor contracts and Unions 

Pilots, flight attendants and other flight staff have throughout the years had a very strong 

negotiating position, they were permitted to use strike as an action and by those means severely 

affecting the revenue of Icelandair by going on strike. For end of year 2018 Icelandair flight staff are 

on expired contracts and will have to renegotiate soon. To get the contract pilots are currently on the 

pilots halted operations and went on a 12-hour strike on the 9th of May 2014. The demands were 2,8% 

increase on basic salary and some additional bonuses. It was estimated that Icelandair’s loss for that 

strike was somewhere around 1,6 billion ISK. On the 15th of May 2014 the Icelandic government passed 

a law prohibiting the use of strikes for airline workers.  (Visir.is, n.d.-b). 
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3.1.2. Economic Factors 

Economic factors include the underlying factors like economic growth, inflation, exchange rate 

fluctuation, fuel price changes, interest changes, pay increases and uncertainty in the job market 

(Robbins & Coulter, 2014). All the above influence the workings of Icelandair Group and its operational 

decisions. The main two forces that have an effect on airlines are economical growth and fuel prices  

3.1.2.1. Economical growth 

Economic growth that can be measured in GDP changes is considered one of the main factors 

of air traffic increase. To research, there is made a simple OLS regression with the GDP growth as the 

independent variable and the growth of passengers flown as the dependent variable as is stated in 

Equation 1. where data is gathered from The World Bank for Air Transport, Passengers Carried (The 

World Bank, 2019a) and GDP Annual Growth (%)(The World Bank, 2019b) for the years 1970-2018. 

 

Equation 1:  𝑮𝒓𝒐𝒘𝒕𝒉 𝒐𝒇 𝑾𝑨𝑻𝑷𝑪𝒊(%) = 𝜶𝒊 + 𝜷𝒊𝑮𝑫𝑷 𝒈𝒓𝒐𝒘𝒕𝒉 𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝑾𝒐𝒓𝒍𝒅 (%) + 𝝐𝒊 

 

From the first equation we regress the “World Air Transport, Passengers Carried” from here 

on named “WATPC” to view how all economies can affect air transportation through GDP growth.  

Full data and regression results can be found in appendix 1. Our findings show that the R2 is 0,33589 

and that measure shows us that the percentage of observations can explain the changes of WATPC by 

changes in the World GDP, in this case, the R The intercept for this regression states how much the 

increase of WATPC would be on a yearly basis in percentages, so we have 33,59% of observations that 

can be explained, here we would like to have around 70%. The intercept coefficient is 0,3636 showing 

that the yearly growth in WATPC will be 0,3636% if there are no changes in the GDP%, the intercept is 

not statistically trustworthy as the P-Value is showing 0,7584 and that tells us that in 75,84% of the 

observations the intercept will give an incorrect observation. The Beta value is statistically significant 

with a 99,99% certainty and it shows us the changes in WATPC for every percent increase in GDP.  

We perform a similar regression for all High-Income countries as are defined by The World 

Bank (The World Bank, 2019a). HIATPC stands for “High Income Air Transport, Passengers Carried” 

Equation 2:  𝑮𝒓𝒐𝒘𝒕𝒉 𝒐𝒇 𝑯𝑰𝑨𝑻𝑷𝑪𝒊(%) = 𝜶𝒊 + 𝜷𝒊𝑮𝑫𝑷 𝒈𝒓𝒐𝒘𝒕𝒉 𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝑯𝑰 (%) + 𝝐𝒊 
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We perform an OLS regression also for the High-Income countries as they are more similar 

towards the market that Icelandair and the peer companies operate in. The Nordics relate more 

towards the High-Income definition rather than comparing towards the entire world.  We observe if 

the HIATPC is affected more by the changes in GDP towards passengers carried compared to the 

WATPC. Regressing for HIATPC in equation 2 we see that the R2 has increased to 0,4610 saying that 

the changes in HIATPC can be explained in 46,10% of the observations, the intercept has the value of 

0,2145 with a high P-value showing it has no significance and the growth of GDP growth of the high-

income countries has the coefficient of  1,6823 and is statistically significant up to 99,99% certainty 

and shows for every percentage increase of the high-income GDP change we have an increase of the 

dependent variable HIATPC. As the HIATPC regression shows a stronger result compared to the WATPC 

regression we chose to use the HIATPC regression as a proxy for the Nordic Market.  

 

 

 

We also regress for every individual Nordic country, with a priority of Iceland as Icelandair operates 
from there, using the following formula:  

Equation 3:  𝑮𝒓𝒐𝒘𝒕𝒉 𝒐𝒇 𝑰𝒄𝒆𝑨𝑻𝑷𝑪𝒊(%) = 𝜶𝒊 + 𝜷𝒊𝑮𝑫𝑷 𝒈𝒓𝒐𝒘𝒕𝒉 𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝑰𝒄𝒆𝒍𝒂𝒏𝒅 (%) + 𝝐𝒊 

Our regression for Iceland is based on data from 1971-2017 giving us the R2 value of 0,04, intercept 
coefficient of 4,1083 and a Beta of 0,7541. Neither the intercept or the beta are statistically 
significant and that may be caused by either or both that the sample size is small and the effect of 
the financial crisis. It is visible that the crisis had a strong negative effect on the GDP and after the 
Icelandic currency got weaker it increased the popularity of foreign tourists, leading to a strong 
increase in passengers. As an educated guess, the strong effects the crisis had on both, the GDP and 
passengers flown it led to a bigger fluctuation in the yearly observations. There has been an average 
increase of passengers flown of 23,71% from 2010-2018.  A summary of the Nordic countries can be 
seen here below, showing that the sample size is not big enough and a better and more accurate 
estimate would be using the regression for the High-Income countries:  

 

Table 1: Regression summary for the Nordic countries 
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3.1.2.2. Fuel Prices 

A second large economic indicator is the fuel price. We perform a simple OLS regression comparing 
the net profit of US airlines (Airlines for America, 2019) and Jet Fuel prices (EIA, 2019), data can be 
viewed in appendix 2. 

 

Figure 1: Jet Fuel price vs Operating Profit 

 

 

Equation 4:  𝑼. 𝑺. 𝑨𝒊𝒓𝒍𝒊𝒏𝒆 𝒑𝒓𝒐𝒇𝒊𝒕𝒔 = 𝜶𝒊 + 𝜷𝒊 𝑱𝒆𝒕 𝑭𝒖𝒆𝒍 𝑷𝒓𝒊𝒄𝒆 + 𝝐𝒊 

 

According to the OLS regression, we saw that the intercept was negative and the coefficient 

for the jet fuel price was positive, we would have assumed that there was a negative relation between 

the Jet Fuel Price and the Net profit of airlines but there seem to be other factors involved. The beta 

value is 88,2416 that indicates that the net profit for U.S. airlines increases by 88,24 million dollars per 

1 dollar increase of jet fuel price. The R2 value is 0,058 and the P-values for the intercept and the beta 

are 0,9213 and 0,1344 respectively. Neither the intercept nor the beta is therefore statistically 

significant. It is not enough to have only the jet fuel price as the only independent variable to estimate 

the profit of the U.S. Airlines. An assumption can be made that as technology advances airplanes 

become more fuel-efficient, leading to lower fuel-cost for the same routes another factor can be that 

airlines have become more efficient with hedging fuel costs. 
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3.1.2.3. Impact of the financial crisis 

In the 2008 financial crisis the Icelandic economy collapsed, at the time the Icelandic Krona 

stood strong compared to both the EUR and USD in 2007 the average currency exchange rate was 

ISK/EUR = 87,6 and ISK/USD = 64,02. Comparing to 2009 the year after the crisis hit ISK/EUR = 172,67 

and ISK/USD = 123,59 (Central Bank of Iceland, n.d.) 

Before the Icelandic economy collapsed Iceland was considered a very expensive place to visit, 

only possible for wealthy tourists to visit. When the Icelandic Krona depreciated in value around 50% 

in 2008 it opened up tourism opportunities. In 2010 the Icelandic volcano Eyjafjallajökull erupted in 

April and in 2011 a promotional campaign called “Inspired by Iceland” was launched around the world 

to stimulate the tourism industry in Iceland (Islandsstofa, n.d.). Finally, Iceland had become affordable 

for most to visit and it led to a visible increase in foreign visitors. The graph here below illustrates the 

impact of the economy factor with an addition to the volcanic eruption that impacted airlines across 

the world. 
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3.1.2.4. Labor cost 

Salaries and other personnel expenses accumulated to 516 million USD for the year 2018, 

compared the he second largest operating expenses that is aircraft fuel, 299 mil USD  (Icelandair Group, 

2019). The average number of full year equivalents for 2018 was 4.606 staff members. Where fuel 

prices are on the decline that will lead to the labor cost to increase the share of total operating cost 

within the company. The noteworthy part that has been discussed here above regarding labor 

contracts is that the unions for flight crew is strong. In an economical uprising salary will increase but 

the strong external factor is that when the economy slows down again it will be difficult reducing the 

salary again as they are protected through union contracts. This could in theory cause that in an 

economical downturn high personnel salary will cause Icelandair to become unable to compete in the 

market.  

 

3.1.3. Socio-Cultural 

Socio-Cultural factors involve implementing a social-focused point of view and attitude. These 

factors include for example population growth, age distribution, lifestyle, social values and movement 

of the workforce (Robbins & Coulter, 2014). The fluctuation of the before mentioned factors can lead 

to changes in the product demand and therefore force the company to make changes in the way they 

operate. Increase in passenger numbers implies that the demand for flights to Iceland has increased 

and therefore increased the demand for Icelandair products that can give an indication of changes in 

population lifestyles. In the outlook for 2019 Icelandair forecasts an increase of 600.000 passengers 

totalling the projected passengers at 4,7 million (Icelandair Group, 2019b). The image of Icelandair is 

also visible in the Socio-Cultural factors and Icelandair group puts a lot of effort into maintaining a 

positive outlook. As a good example, Icelandair has an operational project of supporting children with 

special needs for travel, a project called “The Special Children Travel Fund” and it has been operational 

from 2003 helping children suffering long-term illnesses with their travel for them and their family. 

The fund is a cooperation of Icelandair and its customers that provide a cash donation that will be paid 

out in flight seats from Icelandair (Icelandair Group, 2019a). 
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3.1.4. Technological 

Technological factors emphasize R&D, innovations in engineering and materials, new 

production methods, new ways of transportation and other technological advancements (Robbins & 

Coulter, 2014). These factors are important for Icelandair Group as their business builds on technical 

knowledge and innovations. Icelandair Groups communications with customers are mainly through a 

digital channel and there it is important to maintain and strive for the newest and greatest in 

innovation, and that they are accessible at all times. The largest technological advancement of 

Icelandair is the order of 16 new Boeing aircraft that are to be implemented in the fleet before the end 

of the year 2021 (Icelandair Group, 2019a). Icelandair Technical Services (ITS) is the technological-, 

design- and spare parts service of Icelandair. State of the art simulators for the new MAX aircraft are 

in operation at their facility and provide Icelandair with access to the finest training facilities available 

for the incoming aircraft, these simulators are operational 23 out of 24 hours per day and are leased 

for other foreign airlines (Icelandair Group, 2019a).  
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3.1.5. Environmental 

Environmental factors take into account the public’s awareness on economical point of view 

that has increased drastically for the past few years. This pressures companies around the world to put 

an effort for improving and reducing the environmental effect the business has. Icelandair is constantly 

working on improving major factors that affect international airlines like noise reduction in and around 

airports, reduction of CO2 emission and improve the fuel consumption (Icelandair Group, 2019a). For 

the fuel consumption, Icelandair has reduced the fuel consumption measured in jet fuel per 100 

Revenue Passenger Kilometres, reducing from 4 l/100RPK in 2010 to 3,49 l/RPK for 2018 (Icelandair 

Group, 2019a).    

 

Figure 2: Fuel consumption, data from financial report of 2014 and 2018 

 

 

Also, weather and natural disasters are likely to have large impacts on the airline industry 

operating from Iceland. During the winter time conditions in Iceland can be harsh and that may lead 

to delays or even cancellations of flights multiple times per year. For every delay in the surplus of 4-6 

hours, depending on the destination a compensation must be paid and the same for cancellations.  

One of the major worries is volcanic eruptions, underneath Iceland is one of the worlds largest 

volcanic zone and there are around 30 active volcano systems in Iceland. When Eyjafjallajökull erupted 

in 2010 tourist arrivals decreased significantly to Iceland as tourist deemed Iceland as an unsafe 

destination, the direct impact of the eruption on Icelandair’s revenue is impossible to calculate due to 

the time period overlapping the remaining effects of the 2008 financial crisis. 
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3.2. Porter’s Five Forces 

According to Porter (2008), management of corporations tend to interpret the competition to 

narrow. Competition appears in other forms than direct competitors, it may be found in five forces: 

Intensity of industry rivalry, threat of new entrants, threat of substitute products or services, 

bargaining power of customers and bargaining power of suppliers. The combination of these five forces 

form the industry and the competitive environment within. If these five forces are strong within an 

industry that leads to less attractive investment and a lower profit for investors. If the forces are weak 

it will lead to many companies within the industry to become profitable. Porter introduced his model 

that combined of these five forces and is known as Porter’s Five Forces model and it’s used to analyse 

the microenvironment. (Kaplan et al., 2008) 
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3.2.1. Intensity of industry rivalry 

Current market competition can be seen in different ways; for example; discounts; 

introduction to new products; advertisement campaigns; and increased service. Strong competition 

limits the profitability of the industry. To determine the effect of competition depends on the strength 

of competition and secondly on how direct the competition is. (Porter, 2008) 

Rivalry is strongest if the market competitors are in high quantity and similar in size and 

strength. Rivalry can also cause caution if the rivals are strong and likely to become market leaders 

(Porter, 2008). 

Icelandair Group’s financial report for 2018 mentions that the company is constantly reviewing 

their vision and strategy with the aim to keep Icelandair Group in a strong position in the competitive 

market and be prepared to seize every opportunity to strengthen their position, and therefore leading 

towards a higher profit margin for shareholders benefit. (Icelandair Group, 2019a) 

Icelandair Group’s main competitors are airlines that operate the same flight routes. WOW air 

is the only direct competitor to Icelandair Group on transatlantic flights via Iceland and flights to and 

from Iceland. 51% of Icelandair’s flights are transatlantic and looking outside of Iceland we can find a 

similar Airline in Aer Lingus from Ireland that works as a connection hub connecting N-America and 

Europe. Main competitors in the hotel segment of Icelandair’s business are KEA Hotels, Center Hotels, 

Íslandshotel and other smaller hotels that compete with Icelandair Hotels. 

The way for Icelandair to stand on the front foot compared to the rivalries is with strong 

marketing campaigns where the focus lies on brand awareness of emphasising on the long-standing 

reputation that Icelandair has grown throughout the years.  

The airline business is a highly competitive and as the difference in product is slim for 

passengers travelling in economy is almost none, similar seats, similar aircrafts, flight time comparable 

and prices are competitive for all, as Icelandair has a competitor in WOW air that flies similar routes 

leads to a more limited opportunity to increase the profit, as higher prices will just move the customers 

from Icelandair towards WOW air. 

3.2.2. Threat of new entrants 

New entrants in the industry may bring new qualities and show desire to cement their place 

in the market, placing pressure on price setting and cost control on current companies within the 

industry. Therefore, new competition may place a glass ceiling for profits in the industry (Porter, 2008). 
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For the past decade, the rivalry has increased in Iceland as passengers flying to and from 

Iceland has increased significantly, leading to more airlines starting routes leading to Iceland. It is 

possible that the rivalry will increase if the demand is for more flights, according to Icelandair’s 

financial report the year of 2018 had less than 3% increase in flown passengers from 2017-2018, 

compared to an increase of 59% from 2014-2018. Changes in external factors like oil price and 

fluctuation of the Icelandic Krona force Icelandair to stay on their toes and react to all changes. The 

ability to react to these external factors might be the difference between success and failure in the 

industry (Icelandair Group, 2019a).  

The threat of new entrants mainly depends on the barriers of entry, in the case of airlines the 

cost of starting a new airline is high, and Icelandair’s hub is in the only international airport of Iceland, 

that is limited in size and does not have available slots for an additional airline to have their hub there. 

When there is a surplus of aircrafts available in the world, that may lead to a lower leasing cost and it 

might therefore lead to a lower cost of entry. WOW-air Icelandair’s only current competitor on the 

Icelandic market operates in that way, no aircraft is owned, all are leased. The market share of 

Icelandair did not drop significantly when WOW air entered the market, as they mainly focus on a 

different consumer compared to Icelandair.  

A bigger threat to Icelandair are other airlines from abroad that start operating on the same 

routes as Icelandair has to offer. As an example, SAS operates Copenhagen – Keflavik and are taking a 

large part of the market share there, Icelandair and SAS operate in a similar manner and attract similar 

customers. Isavia, the company that operates the international airport of Keflavik had confirmed that 

27 airlines will fly to Iceland during the summer 2019. For comparison in 2010 there were 10 airlines, 

in 2015 there were 20 airlines and as before mentioned 27 in summer 2019 (Visir.is, n.d.). 

One of Icelandair’s biggest advantages and the largest hurdle for other airlines to start 

operating Iceland as a hub, connecting Europe to America, is the limited slots available at Keflavik 

Airport. According to International Air Transport Association, hereafter called IATA, an airport slot is 

the permission to arrive and depart at a specific time period at a specific date (International Air 

Transport Association, 2014). Further more Icelandair’s long lasting operation within the same airport 

guarantees them the best time slots for connecting flights for the transatlantic flights. IATA regulates 

the timeslots for each international airport and it states in the guidelines that a slot is entitled to 

airlines on historical precedence, that is for an airline to retain their slots it has to operate 80% of the 

time in the previous year, and the most important one is that a slot can not be sold or handed out if 
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the holding airline wishes to continue operating the slots and has met the previous demands of 80% 

operations (International Air Transport Association, 2014). 

The threat of new entries is considered low as Icelandair has been operating the longest on 

the only international airport in Iceland, controlling the best slots for connection times for the 

transatlantic market that contains 51% of Icelandair’s customer share(Icelandair Group, 2019a),  that 

is vitally important and shows if there will be a direct competitor to Icelandair it will need to operate 

inferior slot times, leading to a significant disadvantage. 

 

3.2.3. Threat of substitute products or services 

A substitute product is a product that shares similar qualities and characteristics and could, 

therefore, replace the product for the consumers. Substitute products are always there nevertheless 

they can be difficult to spot. When there is a threat from substitute products it may impact the product 

price and keep the profit to a minimum (Porter, 2008). 

Icelandair Group’s only substitute products that the author can think of are cruise ships and 

cargo ships. In the mainland of Europe or America the list of substitute products in the airline industry 

is more extensive. Mainland competitors have alternative ways of transportation within the mainland 

such as driving personal cars, taking busses, using trains or taking the ferry as a few examples of 

international travel options. Icelandair operates from Iceland, an island in the middle of the Atlantic 

Ocean and that eliminates most of the substitution products that might affect other airlines. The 

substitute of international travel to and from Iceland is a ferry called Smyril Line that sails from a small 

town in east of Iceland, 8 hours drive from the capital. Smyril Line operates only from Iceland to 

Denmark with a stop in the Faroe Islands taking 3 days. This is not in the authors opinion a substitute 

product in any means. As this is the only form of passenger travel to and from Iceland the international 

flight market from Iceland will not be affected. Icelandair Cargo could have as a substitute product 

shipment via the sea, but Iceland’s second largest export product is seafood, at 37,9% of all exports, 

and most of it has to be transported abroad as fresh as possible, eliminating transportation by ship 

(Kjarninn.is, n.d.). The small chance of a substitute product affecting Icelandair is if in the future other 

transportation options emerge from Europe to America, as it is highly unlikely there will be any major 

technical advances in the coming years that may realistically substitute air transport trans-Atlantic the 

threat of substitute products is considered low or nil.  
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3.2.4. Bargaining power of customers/buyers 

According to Porter (1980) bargaining power of customers is high if they can force the seller 

to lower their price by having the competitors competing against each other lowering the price 

consequently. In the airline industry customers are divided into either business- or leisure passengers, 

their purchasing behaviour is dissimilar. The bargaining power of trans-Atlantic flights have the 

strongest bargaining power, especially leisure travellers, as most leisure travellers use meta search 

websites like skyskanner.com to find the best price. The leisure passengers are more flexible on time 

and therefore it is very important for Icelandair to maintain competitive prices on those markets, as 

they are more price sensitive. Business passengers are often less flexible on time and date, with 

bookings usually coming close to departures, business passengers are often frequent flyers who prefer 

using more of the additional service Icelandair has to offer. Compared to WOW-air that do not offer 

business class, and no European airline has business class operating to Iceland. 

The bargaining power of the buyers are strong if the buyer purchases large volumes of tickets, 

this could be possible in the business market but for the leisure market it should not be. In Iceland, 

buyers have no say as the buyers do not have many options to choose from but Icelandic passengers 

are around 13% of the total passengers (Icelandair Group, 2019a). For the transatlantic passengers, 

there might be a larger supply of different flights, and therefore they can take their business elsewhere 

if the price and quality of Icelandair’s products are not enough. With that customers influence the 

price and push it down. We can, therefore, say that the bargaining power of customers is strong 

enough to prevent Icelandair to price their product too high on the transatlantic flights. The bargaining 

power of both leisure- and business passengers are therefore considered strong. 

3.2.5. Bargaining power of suppliers.  

Strong suppliers manage to get more from their customers by demanding a higher price for 

their product, supply a product of less quality or service. Strong suppliers can have a significant effect 

on the revenues of the companies that have a difficult time facing additional costs from their suppliers 

into the pricing of their own product. (Porter, 2008). In the airline industry there is an oligopoly by the 

two main manufacturers, Boeing and Airbus, in 2018 they added 88% of jets into the global aircraft 

fleet, that is followed by Bombardier and Embraer that produced only 11% (Statista, n.d.). In the airline 

industry it can by cost efficient for the airline to have the fleet from the same manufacturer, as every 

type of aircraft needs training and maintenance that is specific to each type. Changing the entire fleet 

to Airbus will entail training for all pilots to be qualified to pilot the Airbus aircrafts, training the ground 

crew that oversee the aircraft maintenance and having spare parts ready. Having a fleet mixed with 
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both Airbus and Boeing will increase the labor cost as you need staff that can manage both types of 

aircraft leading to a more complicated operation. The goal is to keep the fleet as streamlined as 

possible to save cost. The bigger the airline is the bigger pull it has with the supplier, in this case 

Icelandair is a very small airline on international standard and will not have a great amount of pull 

when it comes to suppliers.  

Labor can also be considered as a supplier, as discussed in the PETEL analysis the labor force 

has a firm union that throughout the year has managed to negotiate a deal guaranteeing cabin crew 

both high salaries as well as substantial benefits with the job. The wage cost is therefore often 

hindering operations of potentially profitable destinations.  

In conclusion, Icelandair is not likely to change suppliers, neither for aircrafts or labor as 

changing aircrafts will be extremely expensive and because of the union, that Icelandair cabin crew 

and pilots are part of, changing staff will not reduce the cost. Therefore, the bargaining power of 

suppliers can be considered high. 

3.2.6. Summary of Porter’s five forces  

The airline industry is a highly competitive market and it can be difficult maintaining a 

sustainable profit for years. The table below show the summary of Porter’s five forces in this thesis: 

            

Porter's five forces Low Mid High 
Industry rivalry       X 
Threat of new entrants X   
Substituting products X   
Bargaining power of customers  X  
Bargaining power of suppliers     X 

 

The current rivalry amongst existing firms is extremely high, especially on the trans-Atlantic market 

and the competition for each customer is very strong. There is low threat of entrance into the market 

due to exceptionally high entry cost and substituting products have little or no affect on Icelandair 

compared to other international airlines that are located on the mainland. We rank the bargaining 

power in the middle ground as switching costs are low especially for the VIA market that counts for 

51% of all customers. The to/from market on the other hand gives a low bargaining power of 

customers, in the summer time there are many airlines operation to Iceland, but still all flights are full 
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on the other hand there is only a handful of airlines that operate during winter time to Iceland leading 

to less bargaining power of customers. 

 

3.3. Internal analysis - VRIO 

Internal analysis is performed by the VRIO method that was introduced by Barney, J.B. (1995) to 

analyse the firms’ internal resources and tell if they give a competitive advantage. The name VRIO 

stands for: Valuable, Rare, Imitability and Organization. According to Barney a resource must possess 

all of the before mentioned attributes to be considered as a competitive advantage and it is done in 

the following way, figure 3 shows the process visually: 

 First question is to ask if Icelandair’s resource adds value to the firm and if not, it is considered 

competitive disadvantage. 

 Second question is the question of how rare the resource is, how many competitors already 

possess similar resources as Icelandair, if competitors possess similar resources they are 

considered competitive parity. 

 Third question is if competitors that do not currently hold similar resources would suffer 

significant cost of obtaining them  

 Last question is if Icelandair has the organization to exploit the competitive potential of its 

resource (Barney, J.B, 1995) 

 

 

Figure 3: VRIO analysis process, adopted from Rothaermel (2013) 
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3.3.1. Tangible Resources 

Icelandair’s tangible resources lie mainly in 42 aircrafts and flight equipment, accounting for 

79% of Icelandair’s operating assets. The rest of tangible resources are mainly Buildings and other 

property and equipment (Icelandair Group, 2019). 

3.3.2. Intangible Resources 

Airlines and Icelandair in particular possess numerous intangible resources. Icelandair’s main 

resources that we have mentioned before in the PESTEL and Porter’s five forces analysis are the slots 

at Keflavík airport, the reputable brand of Icelandair, especially on the Icelandic market, the route 

network that puts focus on many smaller markets within Europe and North-America, giving the best 

connection flights in many cases, Iceland’s unique global positioning in the middle of the Atlantic ocean 

and last but not the least the highly skilled and loyal labor force that lies within Icelandair group  

3.3.3. Summary of VRIO analysis 

The three resources that give Icelandair a sustainable competitive advantage are the market 

leading position in Iceland, the route network and the premium airport slots for the optimal connection 

times for trans-Atlantic flights 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Summary of VRIO 
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4. FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 

In this chapter, we will evaluate Icelandair’s performance from the past compared to the 

performance of selected peer competitors. First, we will describe and define the peers and state the 

reason behind selecting them. The second part will be the reorganization of the financial statements 

from Icelandair Group and its peers on the market leading up to the final part of this chapter where 

we will perform the profitability analysis in the 3rd subchapter.  

4.1. Peer Group 

4.1.1. WOW Air 

WOW air is Icelandair’s major competitor in the Icelandic market having available 3.8 million 

seats for the year 2018 compared to Icelandair’s group 5.7 million (CAPA, 2018). In total Icelandair and 

WOW air share 9.5 million seats out of 12.1 million total seats available to and from Iceland. WOW air 

is a LCC airline focusing on low prices and is privately owned and therefore not on the Icelandic stock 

market. WOW air is in financial troubles and Icelandair have gone into discussions of taking over the 

company, but the discussions fell through in November 2018 leaving WOW air in a critical state of 

survival (Kjarninn, 2018).  

4.1.2. SAS AB 

SAS AB, also known as SAS, is a publicly-traded airline within the Stockholm market. SAS is a 

considerably larger airline compared to Icelandair, Icelandair is small in relations to publicly listed 

airlines and comparison will, therefore, be mainly based on route destinations and focus group. SAS 

serves more Scandinavian destinations on transatlantic flights than any other airline with over 280 

destinations in Scandinavia, Finland, Europe and Asia (SAS, 2019a) 

4.1.3. Norwegian Air Shuttle ASA 

Norwegian is the second largest airline in the Nordics, after SAS, with an operating revenue for 

2018 at NOK 40,266 million, growing by 30% from the year before (Norwegian, 2019). According to the 

annual report of 2018 Norwegian is entering a phase of moderate growth utilizing a solid business 

model that scales well (Norwegian, 2019). Norwegians continuous fleet renewal ensures that 

Norwegians fleet will continue to be modern and will reduce the fuel cost by using more fuel-efficient 

aircraft and more narrow body aircraft for smaller destinations (Norwegian, 2019). 
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4.1.4. Finnair  

 Similar to Icelandair, Finnair is an old and established airline representing flying for the Finnish 

flag since 1923. Finnair is now part of Oneworld airline alliance (Finnair, 2019). 

Finnair has over 100 destinations in Europe, 20 destinations in Asia and 8 destinations in America, 

making them a hub for trans-Atlantic and trans-Asiatic airline. Finnair is growing with a 14.8% increase 

in capacity and an 11.6% increase in passengers flown totaling to 13.3 million. This resulted in a 10.4% 

increase in revenue year on year (Finnair, 2019).  

 

 

 

4.2. Reorganizing the financial statements  

According to Petersen and Plenborg, a firm consist of “operating, investing and financing 

activities. When you calculate financial ratios to measure a firm’s profitability, it is beneficial to 

separate operations and investments in operations from financial activities (Petersen & Plenborg, 

2012, p. 68). It is easy to duplicate financial changes but the operation itself is the heart of the 

company, how the company receives income and it is, therefore, the primary driver behind value 

creation. On the reorganized income statement only, operational income appears to calculate the  

Net Operating Profit After Taxes (NOPAT). The reorganized balance sheet contains both financial and 

operational items that are kept separately for identification. The reorganized financial statements can 

be found in Appendix 3. 

We reorganize the financial statements for Icelandair, SAS, Finnair and Norwegian, excluding 

WOW Air as they are not publicly listed, and their financial reports are therefore not accessible for the 

public. Airlines operate in a highly volatile market environment and therefore we use a five-year period 

of 2014-2018 as sufficient historical data. The before mentioned companies that are included in the 

calculations for this chapter all follow the same accounting principles and are therefore comparable. 
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4.3. Profitability Analysis, (using DuPont) 

 

Figure 5: DuPont framework, own creation 

Petersen and Plenborg state that measuring a company’s profitability is one of the most 

important factors of the financial analysis (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012, p.93). It shows strength and 

helps to maintain a strong relationship with the market if a constant operational profit is made. By 

using historical data, we can forecast to some extent how the outcome may be for the next years. To 

measure the operational profitability to some extent we use the Du Pont model. The data used can be 

reviewed in appendix 3 and appendix 4. This chapter will go through a Top-Down analysis where we 

look first at the big picture and then look deeper in each category.  

4.3.1. Profitability of operations 

The first measure we look at is the Return on invested capital (ROIC), ROIC is the main 

profitability measure of operations and will be the first thing we look at. The ratio will show us the 

return on invested capital on the firms net operating assets as a percentage. Generally, a higher value 

of ROIC will lead to a higher estimated value of a firm (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012, p.94) 

ROIC after taxes is defined as: 

 𝑅𝑂𝐼𝐶 = 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡 𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 ∗ 𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 (4-1) 

 
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 =

𝑁𝑂𝑃𝐴𝑇

𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒
 (4-2) 
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𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 =

𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒

𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙
 (4-3) 

 

 

Therefore, ROIC after taxes is: 

 
𝑹𝑶𝑰𝑪 =

𝑵𝑶𝑷𝑨𝑻

𝑰𝒏𝒗𝒆𝒔𝒕𝒆𝒅 𝒄𝒂𝒑𝒊𝒕𝒂𝒍
 (4-4) 

 

 

Icelandair’s ROIC is on average higher than the peers, telling us that the ratio of NOPAT to Invested 
capital is high. From the year 2014 until 2017 the ROIC was positive, having the outcome in 2018 as 
an anomaly. A sharp decrease in the ROIC implies that a negative return for investors for their capital 
that has been invested and could be an indicator that the financial state of Icelandair might be in a 
bad state. A possible reason for the underperforming year of 2018 is that lower fares were available 
in the operating market, higher costs including a higher fuel and carbon prices, training of new pilots 
and additional to that a poorly implemented structural changes in the sales and marketing 
department resulted in an imbalance between load factors eastbound and westbound during high 
season (Icelandair Group, 2019).  

 

Table 2: Icelandair and peer comparison of ROIC 

 

 

Figure 6: ROIC comparison for Icelandair and peers 
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As is defined in equation 4-1 here above we see that the ROIC is the product of the Profit 

Margin and the Turnover Rate Invested Capital. We, therefore, need to dig deeper in those products 

to further analyze what causes the fluctuation in the ROIC, starting with the profit margin. 
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4.3.1.1. Profit margin analysis 

The profit margin shows us the ratio between the NOPAT and the Net Revenue. Icelandair has 

showed a positive profit margin for the past five years with an exemption of last years negative profit 

margin. If we analyze the income statement, we see that there is an increase in payroll expenses 

(21,20%) and aviation expenses (15,89%), leading to a higher total operating cost compared to the 

total operating revenue. Compared to the other peer airlines Icelandair is averaging a higher profit 

margin for the past five years with Finnair coming close. It is interesting to see that Finnair has 

performed above average for the past two years leading the peer group as is shown in the table here 

below. 

Table 3: Icelandair and peers Profit Margin 

 

 

Figure 7: Icelandair and peers Profit Margin 

 

To dig further down to find what is causing the negative profit margin we have to dive further 

in the operating analysis looking at the operating revenues and costs. To be able to compare Icelandair 

Group to the peer companies we use total operating revenues for our comparison, as the airline 

passenger revenue is approximately 80% of total revenues of Icelandair. This will also simplify our 

comparison to peer companies.  
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4.3.1.1.1 Operating revenue analysis 

First, we evaluate what factors affect passenger revenue and further analyze the key 

measures. What makes revenue is the combination of price and capacity. For airlines we like to look 

at the key factors which are Passenger, Available Seat Kilometers (ASK), Revenue Passenger Kilometers 

(RPK), Load Factor (LF), Revenue per ASK (RASK) and Revenue per RPK (RRPK).  

The first thing to look at is the number of passengers, as seen in table 4 here below, Icelandair 

has the biggest increase of passengers for the past five years, with a 59% increase of total passengers 

flown. With the number of passengers being strong, we like to dig further down to assess why 

Icelandair is managing such a strong increase. 

Table 4: Icelandair indexed passenger numbers compared to peers 

 

  

There are two factors that can come into place to understand the increase in passengers, we 

have to look at the ASK to see if Icelandair has increased their capacity and we also view the RPK to 

find out if Icelandair has utilized their aircraft more efficiently. 

Table 5: Indexed ASK for Icelandair and peers 

 

Looking at the ASK comparison here above we see that Icelandair has increased the ASK, 

meaning that the total number of seats available for Icelandair multiplied by the number of kilometers 

has increased by 67,88% since 2014, Icelandair is therefore not increasing the passenger number in 

surplus from the increase of availability. Norwegian on the other hand has increased their ASK by 113% 

but the passenger numbers have only increased by 55%, that could tell us that Norwegian are utilizing 

their flights poorly. As the ASK is only one half of the equation, we need to compare the RPK. 
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Looking at the RPK in the table here below we see that the RPK is correlating mostly with the 

ASK for all companies and there is seemingly nothing noticeable there. Having gated both the 

information for the ASK and the RPK we can get an overview of the Load Factor differences.  

𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 =
𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 𝐾𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 (𝑅𝑃𝐾)

𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑆𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝐾𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 (𝐴𝑆𝐾)
 

(4-5) 

 

Table 6: Load Factor comparison 

 

As we can see here above the average Load Factor ranges from 76-86% depending on which company. 

Our intuition tells us that as Norwegian Load Factor stays the same, telling us that the increase in ASK 

is mainly an increase in long haul flights. Icelandair is having a similar Load Factor every year, 

maintaining above 80%. Finally, we would like to compare the revenue made per available seat 

kilometer identified as RASK. For the RASK we convert passenger revenues stated in the income 

statements of each company to USD by using a yearly average exchange rate (IRS, 2019). RASK is 

considered the most important parameter that airlines use. Airlines want to maximize the RASK to gain 

the most revenue per kilometer flown. 

Table 7: RASK comparison between peers 

 

𝑅𝐴𝑆𝐾 =
𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 (𝑈𝑆𝐷)

𝐴𝑆𝐾
  

(4-6) 

Comparing the RASK we see that Icelandair, SAS, and Finnair are all averaging a higher revenue 

per kilometer flown compared to Norwegian, that is as expected as Norwegian is a low-cost carrier 

(LCC). It is also insightful to look at the average revenue a paying customer generates per kilometer. 
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To view the yield per kilometer, that is what the revenue-generating passenger is paying on 

average per kilometer is compared here below as the RRPK: 

Table 8Comparison of Revenue per Passenger per Kilometer 

 

𝑅𝑅𝑃𝐾 =
𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 (𝑈𝑆𝐷)

𝑅𝑃𝐾
 

(4-7) 

Viewing table 8 here above we can see that the average yield of Icelandair is lower than the 

yields for SAS and Finnair, Norwegian as the LCC has a considerably lower yield as expected.  

In conclusion for the operating revenue, Icelandair is well-positioned compared to the peer 

group and performing well, they utilize their fleet and average a revenue per kilometer that correlates 

to the other legacy carriers, SAS and Finnair.  

4.3.1.1.2 Operating cost analysis 

First, we identify the major operating cost factors of the income statement that can be found 

in the table here below showing the cost as a percentage of the total operating revenue. 

Table 9: Cost as percentage of Icelandair’s total revenue. 

   

 Our findings show that there are two major cost factors that we will focus on as they should 

be comparable to other peer companies. Payroll expenses are 34,15% and Aircraft Fuel 19,78% of the 

total revenues for 2018.  It is important to analyze these two major factors and compare to other peers. 
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4.3.1.1.2.1 Payroll Expenses 

As payroll expenses have become the largest cost factor for Icelandair and Fréttablaðið an 

Icelandic media outlet stated in July 2018 that the payroll expenses are relatively high for Icelandair 

compared to the competitors and has been increasing as part of the revenue on a yearly basis 

(Fréttablaðið, 2018). Our findings, visible in table 10, confirm that the cost ratio of Icelandair’s payroll 

is continuing its increase YoY. Icelandair has the highest Payroll expenses on average and it is the only 

company showing a steady increase in payroll costs.  

Table 10: Payroll as % of Total Revenue 

 

As an interesting addition, we can see in the table below that the utilization per employee of 

Icelandair is bad compared to the competitors. The average employee serves on average 3,4 million 

ASK that is around 25% lower efficiency compared to SAS and around 66% lower compared to 

Norwegian. This table tells us that Icelandair has too many employees compared to the size of the 

airline. 

Table 11: Available Seating Kilometers per employee 

 

It is, therefore, safe to say that Icelandair has a higher labor cost compared to the competitors 

per ASK. We estimate that the fixed cost of running an airline and high salaries in Iceland put Icelandair 

in a difficult position trying to lower the payroll expenses.  
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4.3.1.1.2.2 Fuel Expenses 

Fuel expenses are difficult to compare as airlines hedge their fuel purchases in a different way, 

buy it from different suppliers, in different currencies. As a simplification for comparison, we look at 

how much fuel cost every airline has per ASK, seen in the table below. 

Table 12: Fuel Expenses per ASK for Peers 

 

Icelandair’s fleet is aging and new aircraft are coming in, more fuel-efficient and that is 

Icelandair’s hope to lower the fuel expenses. Fuel market price is the factor that controls most of the 

expenses, but that is an outside factor that companies can only control to a certain limit by hedging.  

4.3.1.2. Turnover rate of invested capital 

A high turnover rate of invested capital indicates high efficiency of using short-term assets to 

support sales.   

Table 13: Turnover rate of invested capital 

 

As seen in the table above, Icelandair has the highest efficiency of producing revenue with 

short-term assets, this is largely because Icelandair has an old fleet that still operates and generates 

high passenger revenue.  

4.3.1.3. Partial conclusion of profitability of operations 

Icelandair has a strong profitability of operations. To start with Icelandair has a substantially 

higher percentage of ROIC compared to the peer airlines.  

The profit margin of operations is on average 4,31% for 2014-2018 leading the comparison of 

peer companies. Under the profit margin and through analysis of Passenger numbers, Available Seat 

Kilometers, Revenue Passenger Kilometers, Load-Factor, Revenue per ASK and Revenue per RPK. 
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Icelandair maintains the same Load-Factor while increasing the capacity, RRPK for Icelandair 

was the lowest of the Legacy carriers by a small margin. Icelandair is therefore well-positioned revenue 

wise compared to its peers. 

Looking at the cost breakdown we notice that Icelandair has high payroll expenses, while 

analyzing the payroll expenses we see that the utilization of employees per ASK is significantly worse 

than for the peer companies. Fuel costs are difficult to analyse as they can only partially be controlled 

by firms, on average Icelandair spends more on fuel per ASK compared to the peers, due to an aging 

fleet. 

The aging fleet helps Icelandair for the turnover rate of invested capital, leading the 

comparison at 10,77 with Finnair coming in second at 7,08. 

A combination of all the above factors give Icelandair a higher Return on Invested Capital. 

 

4.3.2. Financing Analysis, Liquidity risk 

Without liquidity, a company cannot pay its bills or carry out profitable investments. We need 

to analyze both the short-term liquidity risk and long-term liquidity risk to evaluate if a company can 

commit to their obligations and pay the bills on time. (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012, p.150). 

Financial ratios are often used to measure both short- and long-term liquidity risks when we 

have historical data and help us forecast, we will use Current & Quick Ratio to evaluate the short-term 

and for the long term we will look at the Financial leverage 

4.3.2.1. Short term liquidity risk analysis 

Current ratio is a measure for short term liquidity risk and is used to answer what the likelihood 

is that current assets cover current liabilities of the company goes into liquidation (Petersen & 

Plenborg, 2012, p.155). Current ratio is simply Current Assets divided by Current Liabilities as seen in 

equation 4-8 here below. 

𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠

𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐿𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠
  

(4-8) 
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Comparing the Current ratio of the peer group shows us that Icelandair’s liquidity risk is 

comparable to the other legacy carriers, SAS and Finnair, showing that if Icelandair goes into liquidity 

the current assets may cover up to 84,88% of current liability. Noticeable is that Finnair stands the 

strongest with a Current ratio above 1, telling us that their current assets will cover all their current 

liabilities if to liquidation comes. Norwegian on the other hand shows that their current assets are far 

from enough to cover their short-term liabilities. Due note that there is no rule of thumb telling what 

an adequate Current Ratio is.   

Table 14: Current Ratio of Icelandair and peer companies 

 

There is a different variation of the current ratio, called the quick ratio, that is used to compare 

only the most liquid assets compared to the current liabilities by excluding the inventory. 

𝑄𝑢𝑖𝑐𝑘 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
𝐶𝑎𝑠ℎ + 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠 + 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑠

𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐿𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠
 

(4-9) 

Comparing the quick ratio here below, we notice that Icelandair has a higher share of inventory 

as part of current assets leading to a bigger difference in between Quick and Current ratios.  

Icelandair has on average the same Quick Ratio as SAS, telling us that their most liquid assets, can cover 

around 80% of the total current liabilities, Finnair is still strong with a positive ratio of Assets vs 

Liabilities and Norwegian might be showing signs of financial troubles. 

It is interesting to see how low the share of inventory is for airlines albeit understandable as they sell 

service not goods. 

 

Table 15: Quick Ratio of Icelandair and peer companies 
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4.3.2.2. Long term liquidity risk analysis 

There are many variations to measure long term liquidity risk, we choose to use financial ratios 

similar to the Current/Quick ratio of short-term liquidity risk analysis. It possesses the same strength 

and weaknesses as the Current ratio, that is it relies on historical data and is therefore backward 

looking (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012, p.158).  

4.3.2.2.1 Financial leverage 

Financial leverage works as an indicator for the long-term liquidity risk analysis and can be 

measured in different ways, as Financial Leverage and Solvency Ratio, both ratios provide us with 

identical information about long term risk (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012, p. 158), we, therefore, chose 

to only use Financial leverage seen in equation 4-10 

𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =
𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑑𝑒𝑏𝑡

𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦
 

(4-10) 

Petersen and Plenborg (2012) state that if Market Value of Equity is available it is 

recommended to use it, as market values are closer to realizable value. 

Comparing the airlines for financial leverage shows that Long Term liquidity risk for Icelandair 

is steady. Meanwhile, Norwegian’s long term liquidity risk is high as their total interest-bearing debt is 

considerably higher than their interest-bearing assets. Icelandair, therefore, has more interest-bearing 

assets compared to their interest-bearing debt. 

 

Table 16: Financial Leverage 
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4.3.2.3. Net Borrowing Cost (NBC) 

As NBC rarely matches the company’s borrowing rate due to being affected by the difference 

between deposit and lending rates, as well as currency gains and losses on securities. Therefore, it is 

important to interpret NBC with caution (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012, p.117). 

Table 17: Net Borrowing cost between Icelandair and peers 

 

The NBC is vital for the calculations of the Return on Equity and the table above shows the 

comparison for the peer companies and will be used in the calculations in the next chapter. 

4.3.3. Return on Equity 

Return on equity (ROE) measures the profitability by taking in to account both operating and 

financial leverage. The ROE measures the owners’ accounting return on their investment (Petersen & 

Plenborg, 2012, p.117).   

𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 𝑜𝑛 𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝑅𝑂𝐼𝐶 + (𝑅𝑂𝐼𝐶 − 𝑁𝐵𝐶) ∗
𝑁𝐼𝐵𝐷

𝐵𝑉𝐸
 

(4-11) 

  

Looking at the results we see that Icelandair has returned a positive ROE for 4 out of 5 years 

with a significant margin. Returning by far the highest return on equity of the group with only 2018 

containing a negative ROE. 

Table 18: ROE for Icelandair and peers 
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5. VALUATION OF ICELANDAIR GROUP 

For the valuation of Icelandair, we shall use the discounted cash flow for enterprise value 

approach. The discounted cash flow model states that the value of a company is defined by the present 

value of future cash flows (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012, p.216).  To dins the enterprise value we first 

need to find the Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC), the second part is forecasting both the 

income statement and balance sheet to estimate the Cash Flow forecast and with that information we 

can set up the Discounted Cash Flow Model (DCF), giving us the enterprise value. 

5.1. Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC) 

The WACC is a calculation of a firm’s cost of capital and tells us the return that equity owners 

and debt holders will expect to receive. A firm’s WACC is the overall required return from a firm and 

is calculated with equation 6-1 displayed here below. 

𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶 =
𝐸

𝑉
∗ 𝑅𝑒 +

𝐷

𝑉
∗ 𝑅𝑑 ∗ (1 − 𝑇𝑐) 

(6-1) 

Re = cost of equity 
Rd = cost of debt 
E = market value of the firm's equity 
D = market value of the firm's debt 
V = E + D = total market value of the firm’s financing (equity and debt) 
E/V = percentage of financing that is equity 
D/V = percentage of financing that is debt 
Tc = corporate tax rate 
 

To be able to calculate the WACC we need to find the Cost of Common Equity, Cost of Preferred 

Equity, Corporate Tax, Cost of Debt and the Debt to Equity Ratio, and we will do so in the following 

subchapters. 
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5.1.1. Cost of Equity 

We use the CAPM model to find the Cost of Equity for Icelandair Group, the formula is stated 

in equation 6-2 here below, and a better description of it is found in the in chapter 1.3.4 

𝐶𝐴𝑃𝑀 = 𝑅𝑓 + 𝛽 ∗ (𝑅𝑚 − 𝑅𝑓) (6-2) 

To be able to find the CAPM we need to find the Beta value of Icelandair Group, Risk-free rate, 

and the Market risk premium.  

 

5.1.1.1. Risk-Free rate 

For the Risk-Free rate we used a U.S. government bond with a maturity of 30 years on the 2nd 

of January 2019 the Yield was 2,97% (U.S. Department of Treasury,2019). As Icelandair Group cannot 

directly purchase a U.S. bond there has to be applied an additional risk premium given by Damodaran 

(2019) of 1,67% 

5.1.1.2. Beta-value 

To find the Beta value for Icelandair Group we looked at the historical data of the share price 

for the year 2018 from Nasdaq Nordic (2019) for both Icelandair and the OMXI10 that contains 10 

Icelandic publicly listed companies. By using a simple OLS-regression we find that the Beta value is 1,19 

with a covariance of 0,0000848 and the variance (market) is 0,000710 

5.1.1.3. Market Risk 

The final variable missing to find the cost of equity is the market risk. As we have already placed 

a risk premium for the Icelandic market for the Risk-free rate we decide to use the market rate of the 

U.S. that is according to Damodaran(2019) 5,96%. 

 

The cost of Equity can, therefore, be calculated by using formula 6-2 here above 

𝐶𝐴𝑃𝑀 = 2,97% + 1,19 ∗ (5,96% + 1,67%) − 2,97% = 𝟖, 𝟓𝟏% 
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5.1.2. Tax 

The Corporate tax in Iceland is 20% (Invest, 2019). We assume that the tax rate will remain 

constant through this valuation process. 

5.1.3. Cost of Debt 

In the annual report for 2018, it shows a fair value of debt at 458,2 million USD that represents 

the market value of debt. In the footnotes, it is also stated how the debt is structured. As the Cash 

Flow for Icelandair Group is in USD we find the interest rates of the most recent bonds published by 

Icelandair, the interest rate is 5,7% that we use as the cost of debt.  

5.1.4. Market value of equity 

At the beginning of 2019, the share price was 9,58 ISK per share with 4.813 million outstanding 

shares. To find the market value of equity we multiply the share price with the number of outstanding 

shares. That gives us the market value of 46.108 million ISK, we then have to convert the market value 

to USD using the ISK/USD conversion rate of 116,379. Our market value of equity is therefore 396,19 

million USD.   

5.1.5. WACC 

We have now found all the variables needed to calculate the WACC for Icelandair Group. 

Market Value of Debt was 458,2 million USD, Market Value of Equity is 396,19 million USD, Cost of 

Equity is 8,51%, Cost of Debt is 5,70% and the corporate tax rate is 20%, by using the formula for WACC 

we calculate that the WACC is 6,391% 

𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶 =
𝐸

𝑉
∗ 𝑅𝑒 +

𝐷

𝑉
∗ 𝑅𝑑 ∗ (1 − 𝑇𝑐) 

 

𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶 =
396,19

396,19 + 458,2
∗ 8,51% +

458,2

396,19 + 458,2
∗ 5,7% ∗ (1 − 20%) = 𝟔, 𝟑𝟗𝟏% 

 

5.2. Discounted Cash Flow Forecasting 

Icelandair Group is composed of multiple units and therefore it is important to break down the revenue 

to forecast as best as possible. In the annual report of 2018, the operational revenue is divided into 

multiple categories: Transport Revenues, Aircraft and aircrew lease, and other operating revenue. In 

the notes you can get into further details of how the revenues are divided, we use that to further 
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forecast the revenue. In the notes, it states that Icelandair Group splits the operating revenues into 

the following categories: Passengers, Cargo, and Mail (Icelandair Cargo), Sale at airports and hotels, 

revenue from tourism, Aircraft and cargo handling services, maintenance revenue, Gain on sale of 

operating assets and total other operating revenue. This is visible in appendix 5. 

In all of Icelandair Groups annual reports, there are notes that show a further breakdown of 

each factor and how they generated revenue. In the reports we can find passenger numbers, load-

factor, ASK, quantity of hotel rooms available and more. For Icelandair and Air Iceland Connect, we 

view the ASK first as that is an important measurement of the airline industry. The financial report 

states that a forecasted passenger number is 4,6 million for the year 2019, increases from 4,142 million 

in 2018. We can use this information to help with the forecasting. 

Table 19:Icelandair passenger revenue 

 

We can see in the table above that we have included a 10% increase in the ASK for 2019 as 

Icelandair is increasing the number of aircraft in its fleet. 6 new aircrafts are estimated to arrive in 

2019, 5 in 2020 and 3 in 2021. By increasing the numbers of aircrafts, we estimate a 10% growth 

between years to begin with and fading further in the future. We use the same Load-Factor of 81% in 

relations with the total passengers’ flow to be able to forecast the total capacity. Total capacity is the 

most important variable as we multiply total capacity with the average ticket price to find the 

estimated passenger revenue. The same is done for Air Iceland Connect and can be found appendix 5. 

Similar methods are used to forecast other operational revenues for Icelandair Group. 

Loftleiðir Icelandic focuses on charter flight, renting out aircraft and crews to third party companies, 

their revenue indicator comes from sold hours (Sold Block Hours). Therefore, we reviewed the average 

revenue per sold block hour to forecast sold hours, and average revenue per hour. We estimate by 

viewing historical data that both the revenue per hour and the number of sold blocks will increase at 

a slow rate, shown here below. 
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Table 20: Aircraf and Aircrew lease revenue 

 

 

 

Icelandair Cargo uses the measurement of Freight tonne-kilometers (FTK) to forecast the 

revenue. The estimation of future FTK growth is built on historical data where there has been a positive 

development on the FTK on a yearly basis. Icelandair Cargo has started transporting more goods to 

North-America and as stated in the Annual Report of 2018 that Icelandair Group project that Icelandair 

cargo will continue increasing revenues. Icelandair Cargo revenues were found by calculating revenue 

per FTK, estimating the growth rate and multiplying the revenue per FTK with Average revenue per 

FTK.  

Table 21: Icelandair Cargo forecasted revenue 

 

Icelandair Hotels have grown at a rapid rate for the past few years and we forecast that it will 

continue in a similar mold but reducing the rate of expansion as time goes. The reduction is mainly 

considered to be mainly because of the increasing cost in Iceland (Icelandair Group, 2019). We take 

the reduced growth rate into account when forecasting for the future.  
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Other operating revenues are split into “revenue from tourism”, “aircraft and cargo handling 

services”, “maintenance revenue” and “other operating revenue”. As was mentioned here above we 

are expecting an increase of passengers and therefore the demand for Iceland Travel will continue 

accordingly. Icelandair predict that the increased in costs in Iceland will slow down the rate of 

passenger increase and that is noted in the forecast. For “aircraft handling services”, “maintenance 

revenue” and “other operating revenue” we look at historical data and build the forecast from that.  

Table 22: Other operating revenues for Icelandair Group 

 

The total revenue forecast for Icelandair Group is listed in the table here below. Detailed 

revenue forecast can be found in appendix 5 

Table 23: Icelandair Group total operating revenue 

 

 

Operating expenses for 2018 according to the Annual report was 1.434 million USD. The 

operating expenses in the 2018 annual report consist of “aircraft fuel”, “payroll”, “aircraft lease” and 

“aircraft handling, landing and communications”. To forecast the fuel cost, we estimate the share of 

operating expenses it has, since 2014 it has varied from 19-28% being 21% for 2018. We use the 

average of the ratio Fuel cost / operating expenses. Icelandair Group has put an order for new Boeing 

Max-8 and Boeing Max-9 aircrafts that are more fuel efficient and should therefore reduce the fuel 

expenses, we take that into account for forecasting. For “payroll expenses” and “depreciation and 

amortisation” and “other expenses” we look at the ratio to revenue. 
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Table 24: Icelandair Group Expense forecasting 
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Table 25: Discounted Cash flow of Icelandair 

 

 

5.3. Valuation 

Before the forecast for the Free Cash Flow is put into Present Value we need to find the 

Perpetuity value for the Free Cash flow. The growth value has to be realistic and should not be higher 

than the GDP growth of a country. According to Icelandair Group Annual report of 2018 the cashflow 

is mostly in USD and therefore it is good to use the interest rate of a 30y government-bond from the 

U.S with the additional risk premium for the Icelandic market.  

Icelandair Group generates most revenue through international flights and domestic. 

According to The International Air Transport Association (2017) it is estimated that number of 

passengers and demand for flights will double before 2036. Icelandair group has invested in new 

aircrafts that are more fuel efficient. Icelandair has had a strong increase in passenger numbers for the 

past few years, excluding 2018, where partially it can translate through how poorly Icelandair 

implemented their new revenue management system and flights during peak season had strong 

directionality. The tourist industry has grown in Iceland and that prevents Icelandair to manage a 

higher EBIT due to higher cost in Iceland.  
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Icelandair Group has 80-year experience through their personnel in this industry and the employees 
play a major role in what defines Icelandair. With all of this considered we estimate that the growth 
rate in perpetuity is 2%, the value of perpetuity is therefore Calculations available in the appendix. 

139.631 ∗ (1 + 2%)

6,391% − 2%
(1 + 6,391%)

= 2.102.250 𝑈𝑆𝐷 (000) 

The Free Cash-flow for 2024 was 139.631 and is therefore in the equation. Icelandair Group’s value is 
therefore: 

( , %)
+

( , %)
+

( , %)
+

( , %)
+

( , %)
+

( , %)
+ 2.102.250 = 2.200.134  

 

According to these calculations on the inner value of Icelandair Group is 2.200.134.000 USD that 
gives us a Share Price of 0,4046 USD, with the currency conversion rate of 1st of January 2019 we get 
a share price of 47,07 ISK compared to the market price of 9,46 ISK. Using this cash flow analysis, we 
see that Icelandair is undervalued compared to the calculated inner value.  The value of a firm can 
vary from investor to investor, some investors can be very optimistic for the future and by looking at 
our results, that might be a reading that the author was too optimistic for the future. Other investors 
can be too pessimistic and have it overvalued on the market. 

5.4. Sensitivity Analysis 

It can be useful to perform a sensitivity analysis to see how the changes in WACC and the 

growth rate effect the valuation. Wee see that for our valuation to match the one of the market we 

would either have to have a negative growth rate or increase the WACC. 

Table 26: Value Sensetivity analysis 

 

Table 27: Share Price sensetivity analysis 
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5.5. Relative Valuation 

For relative valuation we take the peer companies and we gather information about their 

performance so we can see if any one of them is underperforming.  We can also estimate the share 

price according to the average measures from the peer group.   

We will be using an enterprise-value-based multiple for our comparison. The selection of 

EV/EBITDA multiple is a good estimator of operating profitability as it excludes non-operating items, 

depreciation and amortisation. We found the EV/EBITDA ratio for all peer companies, used the average 

from them (Not including Icelandair). The average gave us 15,97 and when we solve it for Equity value 

per share, we get the equity value per share at 23,64 ISK, compared to the market price of 9,46 ISK 

  

 

The EV/EBITDA value gives us an indication in correlation with the discounted cash flow model, 

that Icelandair Group is undervalued on the market and investors pessimistic.   
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6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The objective of the thesis was to find the fair value of the Icelandair Group stock on the 1st of 

January 2019. The thesis was split in different chapters, each of them trying to place an effort into 

evaluation how the future forecast can be.  

It is our conclusion that Icelandair Group is undervalued on the market, as the author sees a 

great chance of improvement in the future.  

The closest competitors of Icelandair are SAS, Finnair, Norwegian and WOW Air, as WOW Air 

is not publicly tradeable we had no information on them. In the strategy analysis we saw that Icelandair 

has a strong position, especially in recent years as many travellers within Europe have chosen to travel 

with train, at this time there are no international trains and there isn’t a big probability that will 

happened. The geographical location of Iceland suits perfectly for connection flights trans-Atlantic and 

Icelandair thrives on smaller destinations to utilize their airplanes properly. We also concluded that 

the increase of the GDP has a positive affect on the passenger number but our regression for fuel prices 

showed no significant results.  

Low cost airlines are starting to fly long distance and when there is further development in 

smaller aircrafts that can fly long distance, Icelandair could lose part of their market share.  

In the financial analysis we concluded noticed that Icelandair is using their aircrafts well, but 

there was one part that Icelandair underperformed, that is the payroll to revenue ratio. Icelandair 

employees are highly paid and under-utilized. 

By combining the findings from the Strategic and Financial analysis we can estimate with more 

certainty the forecast for Icelandair.  

Jet fuel will become a smaller part of Icelandair Groups expenses as aircrafts become more and more 

fuel efficient. While Icelandair starts using new planes, they still have to faze the older fleet out slowly, 

while they get older, they consume more fuel per kilometre and work as a counterweight to the effect 

of the Boeing 737 Max aircrafts. We see aircraft fuels drop from 20% of operating expenses to 18% at 

the terminal value. 

Icelandair is planning on increasing their capacity and we can see that in the Revenue 

Forecasting, starting with a 10% growth in 2019 and lowering down to 8% growth at terminal value. 

The discounted cash flow method shows and undervaluation of Icelandair Group on the 1st of 

January 2019. The main reason for that is that the revenues are growing at a faster rate compared to 
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the expenses. The calculated share price of 47,07 ISK through the discounted cash flow forecasting is 

considerably higher then the market share price was on the 2nd of Jan 2019, where the share price was 

9,46. ISK.  

The EV/EBITDA ratio shows us an equity value per share at 23,64 ISK showing us that investors 

are undervalue the Icelandair Group share price. 

We do therefore conclude that the fair price suggests that Icelandair is under valued compared 

to the market, but it seems like the author might have been too optimistic with future value.  
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